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 3:00PM-4:00PM With the MTC out of commission, all the major players have stopped using the Parkham Building. What's next? What's in store for the Inhumans? Captain America will stop at nothing to protect Bucky. What will be the next step in Ultron's plan? And what lies ahead for Ghost Rider? And will Black Panther win the election? 4:00PM-5:00PM The Avengers and the United Nations
declare a truce and agree to share intel. Meanwhile, Spider-Man's old foe Electro decides to exact his revenge on Spider-Man for the sins of his father. What's the latest on the Kree-Skrull War? Will Doctor Doom live up to his promise? What's going to happen with Scott Lang's secret? And is there a new threat in the form of the Nova Corps? 5:00PM-6:00PM The Kree attack Earth, the Skrull Empire

attacks Asgard, and the Inhumans unite against their common foe, the Terrigen Mists! And when the heroes and villains of the Marvel Universe stand against the Mad Titan, will he win the day? With the MTC out of commission, all the major players have stopped using the Parkham Building. What's next? What's in store for the Inhumans? The Avengers are running out of time to take down the
Onslaught. What will be the next step in Ultron's plan? And what lies ahead for Ghost Rider? And will Black Panther win the election? The stakes have never been higher as the fate of the world is in the balance! The Avengers and the United Nations declare a truce and agree to share intel. Meanwhile, Spider-Man's old foe Electro decides to exact his revenge on Spider-Man for the sins of his father.

What's the latest on the Kree-Skrull War? Will Doctor Doom live up to his promise? What's going to happen with 82157476af
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